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enhancing the coherence of EU financial services legislation 
 

The European Parliament's Economic and Monetary Affairs Committee is launching a public consultation on 
ways to further enhance the coherence of EU financial services legislation. Given the transition to a single rule 
book in financial services across the EU and the EU legislator's willingness to have "all financial markets, 
products and actors covered by regulation" it is increasingly important to ensure that legislation fits together 
seamlessly. The consultation will feed into a programme of reflection to determine future priorities for the 
remainder of this mandate and to inform the priorities for the incoming Parliament in 2014.  All interested 
stakeholders, including academics and informed individuals, are invited to complete the Committee's 
questionnaire by 12 noon CET on Friday 14 June and send it by e-mail to: econ-

secretariat@europarl.europa.eu.  All responses to the questionnaire will be published, so please do not send 
any confidential material with your response. Please make sure you indicate the identity of the contributor.  
Anonymous contributions will not be taken into account. 

 

IDENTITY OF THE CONTRIBUTOR 

Individuals 

Name of respondent: Dr. Christoph von Carlowitz 

Position: Leiter Beauftragtenwesen Vorstandsstab bei der GLS Gemeinschaftsbank eG, Bochum 

Contact details: christoph.carlowitz@gls.de 

Organisations 

Name of organisation: 

Name of contact point for response: 

Contact details: 

Main activity of organisation: 

Registration ID in the Transparency register (where applicable): 

 

QUESTIONS 

1. Are there specific areas of EU financial services legislation which contain overlapping 

requirements?  If so, please provide references to the relevant legislation and explain the 

nature of the overlap, who is affected and the impact. 

If national financial law is considered as relevant financial law in the EU, there is quite some 
overlapping involved. Rules on required amounts, development and presentation of equity for banks 
incorporated as a cooperative are regulated in the Civil Code (BGB), in company law (Commercial 
Code (HGB), share code (AktG) and the Cooperative Code (GenG). For other legal forms such as 
savings banks, there are still others laws. Some special “Änderungsgesezte” are to be observed as the 
law on the modernization of the GmbH code and to combat abuse. More rules are to be found in the 



articles of association (articles of association or statute), the National Banking Law (KWG, Banking Act 
and related rules of interpretation such as the Minimum Requirements for Risk Management (MaRisk), 
the regulation on capital adequacy of institutions, groups of institutions and financial holding groups 
(Solvency), Regulation of the displays and the production of documents under the Banking Act 
(Anzeigenverordnung - AnzV), in the accounting rules (Regulation on the accounts of credit institutions 
and financial services institutions (Bank-Rechnungslegungsverordnung) principles of proper 
accounting, International Financial Reporting Standards, the Regulation on the Establishment of a 
Surcharge for calculating the liable equity capital of credit institutions in the legal form of a registered 
cooperative (ZuschlagsV), in tax law (Tax Law, Trade Tax Act, Sales Tax Act) in the Insolvency Act, 
the corporate rules and work instructions for the design of equity, in the patterns and recommendations 
of the Federal Association of German Cooperative Banks (BVR) and the administrative practices of the 
Association of Auditors of the Rheinland-Westphalian Cooperative Association eV (RWGV), the 
administrative practice of the Federal Agency for Financial Services (BaFin) and the Deutsche 
Bundesbank, interpretation rules of the European Banking Authority (EBA) and so on. Additionally, 
pending developments from European law are to be taken into account such as directives on capital 
requirements (Banking Directive), the Kapitaladäquanzrichtline, and the Regulation on prudential 
requirements for credit institutions and investment firms (CRR I).  

Alone the last mentioned CRR I needs 1,257 (!!!!!) pages of text, to regulate only one single question: 
Banks need equity - at least 8% of risk-weighted assets. No overlapping requirements?!? 

Problems and overlaps result from the fact that a bank must plan their future equity in advance. Existing 
rules must be considered and the development of future legal rules must be anticipated. The more often 
those rules are changed, the more problems and overlaps result. Especially, if the rules are very complex 
and basic changes happen like every second year. 

More problems arise because the regulations are inconsistent in detail. This is probably unavoidable in 
such a flood of regulations. Inconsistencies exist even within a single regulation like the CRR. For 
example, in recital 27 of the CRD I is set out, that supplementary capital instruments must be converted 
under certain conditions into common equity. What a triggering event for such a conversion obligation 
is has again been redefined. In contrary to the statement of the banking supervision and in contrary to 
the announcement in recital 27, there is a conversion obligation only for additional core capital but not 
in the rules for supplementary capital in Chapter 4, Article 59 et seq. And there are no transitional 
provisions for existing equity instruments affected by such a change of rules. Not even the banking 
supervisor in charge at the BaFin is able to explain this. Still, the GLS Bank has been asked in an 
interview by the banking supervision to take into account a conversion mechanism for the 
supplementary capital. This is for existing capital instruments and for rules that have not yet passed the 
legislation process. The volume of the affected capital at the time was about 20% of total capital - in 
other words a very important position. Transition rules? I don’t find applicable transition rules on that 
issue.  

More problems arise because many new workarounds had to be worked out and were implemented. 
This takes time and considerable consulting and audit expenses – all this regulation overkill consumes 
time and resources no longer available for the core business. 

 

2. Are there specific areas of EU financial services legislation in which 

activities/products/services which have an equivalent use or effect but a different form are 

regulated differently or not regulated at all?  If so, please provide references to the relevant 

legislation and explain the nature of the difference, who is affected and the impact. 



./. 

 

3. Do you consider that the way EU financial services legislation has been transposed or 

implemented has given rise to overlaps or incoherence? If so, please explain the issue and 

where it has arisen, giving specific examples of EU financial services legislation where 

applicable. 

The EU has chosen to introduce the new rules on equity for banks partly by means of a regulation 
(CRR) and partly by means of a directive (CRD). The former eliminates any national margin of 
discreation. The later regulates related issues in a different form. The new introduction of a regulation 
on equity makes the interpretation of the already existing rules based on directives and implemented 
into national law even more complicated and most likely subject to failures. Furthermore, it neglects the 
strongly heterogenic structure of the financial landscape within the EU. 

 
As the regulation is adapted  to major banks with an international playing field it especially 
disadvantages smaller financial institutions with a focus on regional activities like the GLS Bank.  
In specific, there is a considerable incoherence as to the grandfathering rules according to Art. 154 
EG/48/2006 for hybrid capitalinstruments. Only two years after the introduction of CRD-II, Art. 464 
CRR not only considerably cut down the promised phase out time (100% grandfathered hybrid capital 
till 2020 according to Art. 154 EG/48/2006 as opposed to gradual shrinkage as of 2013 according to 
Art. 464 CRR) but also excludes these instruments from the Common Equity Tier 1 instruments 
category. 
 
Moreover, there is gap in the grandfathering scheme of Art. 463 CRR for instruments issued after 31 
December 2011. These instruments would hence no longer be valid as own funds. This means that 
instead of honoring early actions of institutions to gather the necessary capital instruments according to 
the requirements of the upcoming CRR by granting them a transition period in case of subsequent 
changes to the CRR draft – which just recently were done -, institutions are either forced to a standstill 
or to accept the fact that their recently issued instruments become useless only shortly after. This 
violates the principle of legal certainty and contradicts the general aim of the EU to build up a more 
stable financial system. 
 
The GLS Bank grants no performance-related bonuses or success fees or any related incentives. Still 
GLS Bank has to deal with the following questions: At European level, payment requirements for banks 
have been developed that go far beyond the requirements of the Financial Stability Board. Of particular 
importance in this context are Directive 2010/76/EU [...] amending Directives 2006/48/EC and 
2006/49/EC as regards capital requirements for the trading book and for re-securitizations, and the 
supervisory review of remuneration policy of 14 December 2010 (CRD III). The Committee of 
European Banking Supervisors was asked to elaborate further compensation guidelines that have been 
published parallel with the publication of CRD III. Later work on the CRD IV was completed at the 
European level, which implement the Basel III requirements and replaced the CRD III. In this context, 
the compensation requirements in the CRD IV have been transferred. The contents were divided on a 
directly applicable regulation and a directive, part of which is implemented in the respective national 
laws. The main part of the remuneration requirements shall remain in the policy section. This is reacted 
with the Regulation on prudential requirements for remuneration systems of institutions 
(InstitutsVergV) even after the entry into force of the CRD into German law. Changes resulted from 
findings of the EBA through their last so-called Implementation Study (Survey on the implementation 
of the CEBS Guidelines on Remuneration Policies and Practices on the implementation of the European 
remuneration requirements in the national legal systems and institutions). Due to these findings, the 
CRD IV introduced a new qualitative Regulatory Technical Standard and provided quantitative criteria 
for the risk taker identification. Binding acts like this Technical Standard RTS will have direct effect in 



the German legal system. EBA has begun to work on the standards on the qualitative and quantitative 
criteria and 2013 consultations are intended. To comply with these rules, under certain circumstances it 
is necessary to lay out a detailed recommendation for a decision, setting out the reasons for the increase 
in the ratio and the impact on the capital adequacy, and a notice to all owners, that such an increase of 
the maximum ratio is planned. Decisions require a defined majority, whereby employees may not have 
voting rights (a distinction in future AGMs, which might contradict national corporate law). These 
regulations may not apply to all employees, but only to certain risk takers. But the methodology for the 
identification of “risk takers” can be aimed, so that identified risk takers may not be subject to the 
regulatory requirements. To counteract this, again new qualitative and quantitative criteria were 
provided. And so on ...  
 
In Germany, the aforementioned international payment requirements were implemented with the law on 
prudential requirements for remuneration systems of institutions and insurance companies in connection 
with the Institute's Compensation Ordinance. The GLS Bank has no “risk takers” and no performance-
related bonus systems. Nevertheless, GLS Bank has to deal with these issues and report regularly on the 
design of their compensation systems. The costs are high and the benefits and insights for a bank like 
GLS is zero. 
 
 

4. How has the sequence in which EU financial services legislation has been developed impacted 

your organisation? Please identify the relevant legislation and, where applicable, specific 

provisions and explain the nature of the impact. 

 
The tight schedule and last-minute changes entail considerable strategical diffulties directly affecting 
the credit business and risk management of the GLS Bank. In addition to the above mentioned problems 
(see answer to question 3), the short period of time between the implementation of CRD II and the 
announcement of the CRR to come into force on 01.01.2013 especially affected the issuence of hybrid 
instruments as Tier 2 capital. 
 
From an economic point of view, the tight space between the two pieces of legislation forced GLS Bank 
to adapt the new Tier 2 instruments to the future legal rules of the CRR in order to secure their validity 
as standard Art. 60 CRR – Tier 2 instruments. Ohterwise these instruments would directly be phased out 
under the grandfathering scheme of Art. 463 (5) CRR right after their issuence. 
 
In particular this adaption concerned the call option which the present rules allow for both parties 
whereas Art. 60 (i) CRR reduces it to the issuer’s discretion. By adapting our instruments to this rule, 
our institution had to sacrifice its’ present legally awarded larger contractual freedom to a – apparant - 
future legal securtiy. However, the fact that the CRR is a draft again put GLS Bank into a state of legal 
uncertainty as to the conformity of their Tier 2 instruments. But because of the above mentioned 
shortage of time GLS Bank could not await the final CRR as it would not have been possible to gain the 
necessary amount of own funds in time. 
 
And again the example from above on the capital regulation and the impact of the implementation of 
Basel III: First drafts were published. This effected inter alia, that grandfathering was interrupted, even 
though the new regulation designs have no legal force. There was a significant effort to be taken for the 
consultation of planned implementations. The GLS Bank introduced in 2011 (on the basis of Basel III 
and the designs for the redesigned CRD IV) new capital instruments in the form of silent participations. 
It was clear by then, that due to the higher equity requirements, additional equity must be built – and 
that does take some time. GLS Bank had to stand the "dilemma" between the request to stock up equity, 
and at the same time knowing that the rules for future recognition of that equity as regulatory capital 
was in essential details still unclear. GLS Bank has invested substantially into consulting for help in the 



matter. Despite intensive counseling by several legal and capital market specialists, now it becomes 
apparent, that the tools developed and planned as regulatory capital now cannot be counted.  
 
Just recently legally codified transitional provisions (such as the Banking Act § 64m in 2010) have no 
legal existence. Transition and adjustment times are being reduced in the CRD IV from 30 to 10 years 
and recognition rules are changed so that key elements of corporate equity are not recognized as 
regulatory capital any longer. A special right of termination for such instruments is not allowed under 
civil law rules. Conditional contract adjustment clauses to preserve the quality of corporate law as 
regulatory capital are not configurable. Result: Significant parts of the capital previously recognized as 
"common equity" melt as early as 1st of January 2014. And this former common equity will not even be 
recognized as "supplementary capital". Thereby the European legislator turns "common equity" from 
today into expensive liabilities in 2014, without granting legal adaptation options. 
 
 

5. Are there areas of EU financial services where the difference between forms of regulation 

(non-binding Code of Conduct or Recommendation to Member States vs legislative 

proposals) has affected your activities? 

 

 

6. How do you think the coherence of EU financial services legislation could be further 

improved? 

 Please comment in particular on the extent to which the following would help to improve the 

coherence of future EU financial services legislation (please give examples to support your 

answer where possible): 

a) a framework for legislative reviews or review clauses included in initial pieces of 

legislation which link to the reviews of other related legislation? 

b) a unified, legally binding code of financial services law? 

c) different arrangements within the EU institutions for the handling of legislative 

proposals (please specify)? 

d) other suggestions?  

 

The introduction of a single reference book could lead to a more consistent application of law as this 
would require a comprehensive review of all existing legislation, thus eliminating overlaps, 
contradictions and redundancies. Moreover, it would facilitate the understanding and use of the different 
pieces of legislation for the Member States as well as the institutions. 

A regulation of interconnected issues via both, regulations and directives (CRR and CRD), at the same 
time, and by transforming only parts into national legislation, contributes to an unnecessary increase in 
the complexity of the matter. For national companies, a national regulator would be preferable. 

 

 

7. What practical steps could be taken to better ensure coherence between delegated acts and 

technical standards and the underlying "Level 1" text? 

As outlined above (see answer to question 6) it would be helpful to have one single reference book. An 
intermediate step would be to synthesize the requirements in a more comprehensible form, e.g. charts or 
case-scenarios, and clearly reveal the interconnection between the different pieces of legislation. 
 



1.257  pages of regulation for a rather simple issue, that a bank should have sufficient equity, is quite a 
challange for a small corporation in the EU. Especially, when there are many other national regulations 
related to equity also to be considerd. This must not have to be so complicated. 
 
New regulations should be accompanied by a corresponding centralized online presentation where all 
relevant information (legislation, guidelines, jurisdiction) concerning the same topic is gathered instead 
of spreading the different pieces of information over the respective homepages of the responsible 
institutions. It is very hard to find the relevant information out of the EU paper flood. 
 
 

8. Which area or specific change would you identify as the highest priority for the 2014-2019 

mandate in terms of improving the coherence of EU legislation? 

It is crucial to ensure a flawless application of the new CRD-IV legislation package, especially by 
offering guidance in understanding the requirements of the CRR. This should go beyond the already 
intended EBA-RTSs by offering easy to understand definitions and where possible simplified charts and 
case-scenarios for better understanding. 

 
The Global Alliance for Banking on Values (GABV) is calling for a fundamental shift in how banks 
operate to make them more transparent, sustainable and diverse (see Berlin Declaration, 
http://www.gabv.org/wp-content/uploads/130312_GABV_Berlin_Declaration_EN_final.pdf). It does 
make sense to make the financial system more people-oriented and stable. The GABV also suggests 
what regulators and governments have to do to make this happen. The GABV believes introducing three 
principles as fundamental for a paradigm shift in finance:  
 
1. Transparency: Clients and depositors of banks need and deserve transparency on how they use their 

client’s money and how their business model works. Only with transparency can trust be restored 
and people be aligned with the financial system and how it can serve them.  
Recommendation: All banks must provide full transparency on their business models and use of 
client funds using common standards to be set by independent experts such as the Global Reporting 
Initiative.  

2. Sustainability: Banks play a critical role in the transition towards a more sustainable economy. 
Therefore social and ecological criteria must play a critical role in the creation and use of financial 
products. Banks need to take full responsibility for the impact of their activities short term and long 
term. Banks have to serve the real economy and include broader societal perspectives in their 
considerations. Only well-capitalized and properly regulated banks can fulfill that critical societal 
role. Basel III is therefore important but not sufficient to create a banking system that is beyond just 
addressing the problems of the old financial system. A broad and positive vision of the role of banks 
is needed. Developing that vision requires a joint effort of governments, regulators and the financial 
sector in close cooperation with civil society.  
Recommendation: All banks must use indicators to report social and ecological impact which should 
also be used within the regulatory framework. 

3. Diversity: A stable banking system is a global and local priority. The diversity of economies, 
cultures and community needs a diverse network of banks. Global financial conglomerates, focused 
only on shareholder value, will not provide the diversity and closeness to the real economy that is 
needed. Smaller banks, embedded in the communities they serve and with a clear vision about 
serving the real economy and addressing issues of social inclusiveness have an important role to 
play. These banks provide both a sustainable source of innovation and unique access to financial 
products. Diversity will provide a more resilient financial system avoiding concentration risks that 
hold governments hostage.  
Recommendation: Governments and regulators must include a diversity of banks as an important 
goal in the process of reframing regulations for the financial sector.  



9. Do you consider that the EU legislative process allows the active participation of all 

stakeholders in relation to financial services legislation?  What, if any, suggestions do you 

have for how stakeholder participation could be enhanced? 

For the individual small institutions like GLS Bank, there is already too much expectation of EU 
legislative on stakeholder participation. Small institutions cannot afford to spend a lot of time on the 
consultation of all kind of changes. It is much more important to enshure reliable regulation frameworks 
without basic changes every other year. This only helps the large corporations who can afford to deal 
with these issues. 

 

10. Do you consider that EU legislators give the same degree of consideration to all business 

models in the EU financial sector? Please explain your answer and state any suggestions you 

have for ensuring appropriate consideration of different business models in the development 

of EU financial services legislation.  

The Basel Committee clearly stated that its requirements are directed at financial institutions with an 
international playing field. Thus, these requirements are obviously not designed for medium and small 
sized institutions with a focus on the regional and real financial sector like the GLS Bank. They also 
neglect the heterogenic structure of the financial landscape within the EU.  Smaller banks are hence 
disproportionally disadvantaged by the newly set requirements for liquidity and capital as well as by the 
elevated costs for reporting and implementation. A directive would have left the necessary broader room 
for national discretion. 
 
Totally incomprehensible to me is, that by using sophisticated risk models relatively less capital is 
required. For small institutions such rules are prohibitively expensive. Although the heterogeneity of 
small entities contributes significantly to financial stability, the complex models just allow the big banks 
to reduce their capital requirements. And then the capital requirements for systemically important banks 
are being increased again. To me this makes little sense and would also go a lot easier, right?? 

 

 

Note on answering the questions 

Please clarify in your answers whether your example relates to financial services legislation in force, or to 
proposals still under consideration. For example, if you refer to MiFID as an example, please specify whether 
your point relates to Directive 2004/39/EC ("MiFID 1") and accompanying implementing measures, or to the 
MiFID 2 negotiations based on Commission proposals COM (2011) 652 and 656. 

 


